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CARBON RESISTORS
CARBON resix.rs have many applications in the modern radio
receiver at points where the resistor is only required to
dissipate one watt of power or less.

Such components have important applications. There are Mars in which non.inductive resistors are required. Also circuits
in which non -fluctuating or iinoiseless' resistors are essential. The
carbon type, properly developed, produced, tested, best serves
this function.

R.M.A. STANDARD

We had a good carbon resistor before now. Millions of that
earlier typo were sold. They have served well in average applicam
truly superlative m it for themost
tion. But we ha
critical applications.

And so our NEW Carbon
quality. Yet priced
satisfactory carbon units.
in
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By the Engineering Department, Aerovox Corporation
THERE are numerous varieties of
- automatic volume control circuits

Compare these Features:

COLOR CODE

The Functions of C and R in A. V. C. Circuits

Positively second io none
fully competitive with

be

non -hygroscopic body

.

.

.

unaffected by humidify changes.

but all work on the same principle. It
is therefore the purpose of dna article
to present the theory whereon the circuit is based which should enable the

modern a.v.c. cir-

cuits in all its variations.

popular terms automatic volume control and a.v.c, will be retained.
Figure 1 illustrates an a.v.c. system
often used in up-to-date sets and per-

haps the easiest to explain. Forge,
ting for a moment the grid return re- stage coupling should be taken. This
sistors in the r.f. circuits, let us begin is accomplished by the network of rewith the detector. The signal is recti- sistors and condenser. of Figure I.
Since the grids of the amplifying tubes
are never drawing current, it does not

Accurate resisfan. values and wattage ratings based on R.M.A.
standards. Color coded. Stamped with resistance values.

ss_en, Odor r.,sosnlreseau&f,mnt
figure.
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figure.
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smoothes Oct most of the audio frequency fluctuations. That it does so

sate negative potential coefficient and protect unit against heavy
short -periods overloads.
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S

age drop can he across them because
there is no current except in the case
of overloading where very high values
of resistance may cause tube blocking.
Resistor R2 and condenser CO form
a
resistance capacity filter which

servative power ratings.
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/

matter, within, limits how much resistance there is between the point
P and the individual grids. Na volt-

it -

no appreciable resistance change at high

Slight positive temperature coefficient out sufficient to compen-
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Absolutely noiseless and permanent on and off full load. Con-
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ciphers following the first two Dour..

5 Green

.

which is proportional to the strengh
of the incoming signal must now be
fed back to the r.f. and it. amplifiers
but the a.f. component must be filtered out and precautions for inter -

Rugged electrically and mechanically. Pigtail leads cannot become loose.

Green 00,000. Green
000,000. Slue
Bloc

the signal arriving

Three sizes ... 1/3, 1/2 and

Violet 0.000,000. Violet
Gra, 00.000.000. Gros.

I

waft All standard resistance values

of 100 ohms fo 10 megohms. All units available at 200 list. A

9 White 000.003,000. White

The arrangement, 'popularly misnamed "automatic volume control" is
imended to maintain the strength of

TRULY QUALITY PRODUCT AT A LOW PRICE!

at the detector

nearly constant, thus compensating for

different signal strengths of different
stations and for fading. It does this

depends on the percentage of modula-

arrow, making the point P negative
with respect to the cathode and the
chassis This point seems to be difficult to understand for many. The
current flowing between P and the
chassis consists of a direct current
component, a radio frequency com-

varied in accordance with the volume
of the transmitted sound and music.

placed across the resistor to

by varying the sensitivity of the rf.
and if. amplifiers and consequently
the proper name should be "automatic

our latest edition . . wills extra pages
and many additional products. Covers complete line of
AEROVOX Condensers and Resistors. Write for your copy. Or see your local AEROVOX jobber ... he's well
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worth while knowing and doing business with.

sensitivity control". The volume is of
course not kept constant because it

tion at the transmitter. This is being

To try keeping this constant would

AEROVOX CORPORATION
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Sales Offices in All Principal Cities

lied by a diode. Current ran flow only
when the diode becomes positive and
the coil must then be considered as
the generator. This will perhaps help
to explain why the resistor 121 will
carry a current in the direction of the

be ruining the effect of music consequently it would not be desirable to
make a true "automatic volume control". In the following discussion the

ponent and an audio frequency component. The condenser Cl has been

pass

most of the radio frequency currents
and the audio frequency component is

of course taken off to be applied to
the grid by means of the coupling

condenser C. The steady voltage at P

DISCHARGE

cadaiGE

TIME (t)

is best seen from a consideration of
the laws of alternating currents. Since
the condenser which is in series with

the resistor R2, forms a path Oct
alternating currents, a great part of

the audio signal will pass through C2
in preference to following the paths
through R3 -C3, R4 -C4, R5-05. The
percentage of the original audio voltage appearing across C2 is found as
follows. Supposing R2 to be I megohm and CZ .05 odd, which are popu-

AEROVOX PRODUCTS ARE BUILT BETTER
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lar values, the impedance of the condenser at 50 cycles would be 64000
ohms. Adding this value vectorially
to the 1 megohm, ore have

drops according to the law

E= Epe Re
where Ea is the initial voltage across
the condenser

Z =111000000" + 640002
-= 1002000 ohms approx.

The percentage of the original audio
voltage appearing across C2 is then

100 x 64/1002 -= 6.2%. At higher frequencies the percentage is lower. This
is the first filtering stage. The resistor -condenser combinations in the
grid returns each form a second filtering stage which again may reduce the

Curves, showing the voltage plotted
against time for both charge and discharge are shown in Figure 2. E can
be shown mathematically that the

shape of these curves is
general
lways the same regardless of the size
oE the condenser or the resistor. It is
then a relatively simple matter to cal-

culate the time required for any degree of charge or discharge. The equations show that the only term which

during that time the set will overload.
The correct time constant is a compromise between the best filtering and
the desired speed of following signal

strength variations. The best values
are between one tenth and one twentieth of a second. For this circuit the
time constant is equal to the product

volts negative with respect to the
chassis. Such a circuit, employing a

triode tube-like a 27-is shown in

Figure 4. The same can of course be
done with screen grid tubes or pen1.P.AMP

DET.

22

rent will flow in the diode circuit
until the incoming signal's peak voltage exceeds this bias. The most convenient way to introduce the system to
the circuit of Figure 1 is by placing

Figure 1 will be found in most of the
present day receivers. The diode tube
is then generally a double -diode -tri-

charge it to 630/5 of the voltage of the

Fig. 3

04Pce.

audio voltage to a few percent of the
remaining 6 percent, thus bringing the
final audio voltage down to .1 percent

of the original or even less. The
question is now how much resistance
and capacity is required and is there

such a thing as having too much of
it.

Yes, there is.
Looking again at the calculation of

Another definition which also follows from the equation gives it as
the time wherein the condenser would
charge or discharge completely if it denser as shown in Figure 3. It will
kept charging or discharging at the also be found that some of the reinitial rate.
Returning now to the a.v.c. circuit
of Figure 1, if the strength of the incoming signal is suddenly changed,

the filter above, it will be seen that the negative voltage at the point P
halving the resistor R2 and doubling
the condenser C2 would have given
exactly the same degree of filtering.
Consequently, it is the product of C
and R which determines the filtering
efficiency and any two values of C

sistors R3, R4, and R5 may be absent.
It depends on how much filtering the

designer found necessary. These filters, of course, also serve to isolate
the grid circuits of the different
stages. But when the stages work
27, DEE

TIME CONSTANT

will change immediately but it will
takes ome time before the condensers
have been charged or discharged and
will take that long before the r.f.
resons. When a condenser is charged it
the if. stages have adjusted their
thraough a resistor, the voltage across and
the condenser increases relatively sensitivity. When this period h too
The product CR is called the time

constant of the resistor condenser
combination and for the following

-

4')

where E max is the voltage of the
source and e = 2.713
condenser discharges through a resistor, the voltage
Similarly,

when

a

sistor RI and the point P again becomes negative with respect to the
chassis.

This

negative voltage

is

passed along to the amplifying tubes
through the usual filter.
VARYING THE SCREEN
VOLTAGE
Sometimes in the past it became

necessary to vary the i.f. gaO by
lowering the screen voltage. This was
done especially before there were any
variable mu tubes and in some dry

curreMs and the detector plate current pass through a common resistor
RI. AssooM as a signal comes
the detector plate current increases,
thereby increasing the voltage drop
across the resistor and lowering the
screen voltage. The system is not
not so
successful with 24A, 32 or 22
because the mnplifying stages will

filtering.

E= E

rectifies the signal because the grid
bias is adjusted to practically cut-off
of the plate current. This will cause
plate current to flow through the re-

long it becomes extremely difficult to

tune the set because tuning past

strong station to a neigboring weak
one, the sensitivity of the receiver is
still lowered due to the strong carrier

and the weak station will not be heard

B-

t different frequencies (r.f. and i.f.)
bypass condensers seem to be suffi-

cient.

SEPARATE A. V. C. TUBE
Before the advent of the double pur-

unless extremely slow tuning is pose tubes, it was necessary to propracticed. Similarly, when tuning to vide a special tube for the a.v.c. cir-

a strong station it will take some time
before the receiver adjusts itself and
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Sometimes this tube required
a voltage supply delivering up to 70
cuit.

Mx. 8

must have its own resistance capacity
AMPLIFIED A.V.C.
filter. The idea is illustrated in Fig7. RI and R2 form the voltage
In numerous cases it has been found ure
and the voltage across RI
that the generated control voltage is divider
is applied to the grid of the
not large enough to properly equalize alone
r.f.
while the voltage across
the incomin signals of different bothstage
RI
and R2 is applied to the
stations. Theg remedy then is to amplify the control voltage by an extra other tubes.
stage. It can be done by means of an
QUIET A.V.C.
extra stage of i.f. or r.f. amplification.
It is also possible to employ a d.c.
When a receiver with a.v.c. is tuned
amplifier, but this system has not be- from a station to a spot on the dial
where nothing is received, the sensitivity is suddenly turned up full and
the set appears very noisy. This inter station noise is objectionable to many
users. The various schemes to eliminate it would fill a good sized book.

However, here are two of the commonest. A manual sensitivity control
can be added to the automatic. The
setting of this manual control then
limits the maximum sensitivity the receiver can have in-between stations.
The listener should retard the man-

it is illustrated in Figure 5. The screen

give the same filtering. Also, the
larger the product CR, the better the

slowly following the logarithmic equation

Fig. 6

todes (types 24A, 57 or 6C6). The

signal is picked from the plate or grid
circuit of one of the i.f. stages and
coupled to the grid of a.v.c. tube
through a sm all condenser. The tube

a bias resistor in the cathode circuit
and returning R1 to ground; but that
would introduce the delay to the detector also. Therefore the separation
like in Figure 3 is necessary. Figure
3 shows a bias resistor in the cathode
circuit and this is delayed a.v.c. In
the circuit of Figure 4, delay can be
introduced by adjusting the grid bias
to below plate current cut-off.

battery sets. The manner of doing

and R whose product is the same will

portion to each tube and each tap

It is accomplished by biasing the
diode Mate negative with respect to the cathode so that no cur-

CR.

Toy
7,7Y

A voltage divider system has to be
employed to deliver the correct pro-

a.v.c.

of

ode or pentode which serves at the
some time as the first audio stage.
Sometimes a separate diode is emfor the detector. The two diSo, for instance, when t = RC, the ployed
fraction of the exponent becomes odes are then coupled by Tamall con equal to -1 and in this time the
charge of the condenser is up to 63%
27 AD
C
of its maximum value, or, the discharge is down to 37% of the original
value. The time consMnt of a rsistor-condenser combination then, is
the time required to discharge the
condenser through the resistor down
to 37% of the original charge or to

tivity would happen only to strong
signals which can stand it Such a
system is called delayed a.v.c. and
constant.

determines this duration is the product
X65 OR 85

the mixer tube are relatively large
and so it is desirable to have some
more gain in the r.f. stage.

signal exceeded a certain
level. The nsitivity would then re
main and the cutting down of sensi-

incoming

should not be confused with the time

of R2 plus R3 and C2 plus C3. When
the resistance is given in megohms
and capacity in microfarads the time
is in seconds.

Slight variations of the circuit

would not begin to work until the

come popular. An example of ampli-

fied a.v.c.

is shown in Figure 6.

A

single tube serves as the amplifier and

the diode rectifier. The pentode section first amplifies the signal and it is
then coupled through an i.f. transformer to the diode. Delayed action
rectify with a low screen voltage and can again be introduced if desired.
this causes cross talk. It can be used
TAPPED A.V.C.
however with variable mu pentodes.
There are various reasons why it is
DELAYED A.V.C.
desirable to deliver a different amount
Thestems thus far discussed will of a.v.c. voltage to different tubes.
bring the cimuit into action for even The r.f. stage might for instance rethe weakest signals. So, as soon as ceive only one half of the a.v.c. voltthe precious weak signal enters it is age while the other tubes are concut down again by the control action. trolled by the full voltage. The reason
Thus sensitivity is lost. It would be is that the receiver will work with
much more convenient if the circuit less noise if the signals impressed on
Page 3

ual control until the noise stops being
objectionable.

Another scheme is shown in Figure

8. An extra tube is so connected as
to cut off the audio amplifier until
signal of a given strength is coming
in. When no signal is coming in, the
grid of the "squelch" tube is at thee,
same potential as the cathode and
plate current flows. This plate current causes a voltage drop across RI
which is large enough to bias the first
a.f, tube to cut-off. As soon as a signal is received, the grid of the
"squelch" to
becomes negative, cuts

off the plate current and restores normal bias to the audio stage. The
"squelch" tube is generally a pentode

like the 57 which has a steep curve
with a sharp cut-off.

